After becoming a W3C Recommendation, OWL is becoming increasingly widely accepted and used. However most people still find it difficult to create and use OWL ontologies. On major difficulty is "debugging" the ontologiesdiscovering why a reasoners has inferred that a class is "unsatisfiable" (inconsistent). Even for people who do understand OWL and the logical meaning of the underlining description logic, discovering why concepts are unsatisfiable can be difficult. Most modern tableaux reasoners do not provide any explanation as to why the classes are unsatisfiable. This paper presents a 'black boxed' heuristic approach based on identifying common errors and inferences.
Introduction
One of the advantages of logic based ontology languages, such as OWL, in particular OWL-DL or OWL-Lite, is that reasoners can be used to compute subsumption relationships between classes and to identify unsatisfiable (inconsistent) classes. With the maturation of tableaux algorithm based DL reasoners, such as Racer [6] , FaCT [4] and PELLET [2] , it is possible to to perform efficient reasoning on large ontologies formulated in expressive description logics.
However, when checking satisfiability (consistency) most modern description logic reasoners can only provide lists of unsatisfiable classes. They offer no further explanation for their unsatisfiability. The process of "debugging" an ontology -i.e. determining why classes are unsatisfiable -is left for the user. When faced with several unsatisfiable classes in a moderately large ontology, even expert ontology engineers can find it difficult to work out the underlying error. This is a general problem which gets worse rather than better with improvements in DL reasoners; the more powerful the reasoner the greater its capacity to make non-obvious inferences. Debugging an ontology is a non-trivial task because:
• Inferences can be indirect and non-local. Axioms can have wide-ranging effects which are hard to predict.
• Unsatisfiability propagates. Therefore, a single root error can cause many classes to be marked as unsatisfiable. Identifying the root error from amongst the mass of unsatisfiable classes is difficult.
A Heuristic Approach to Ontology Debugging
In short, the current state of ontology development environments and reasoning services within these environments is akin to having a programming language compiler detect an error in a program, without explaining the location of the error in the source code.
Over the past five years we have presented a series of tutorials, workshops and post-graduate modules on OWL-DL and its predecessors. Based on our experience, a list of frequently made errors have been identified as reported in [5] . This catalogue of common errors has been used in turn to develop a set of heuristics that have been incorporated into debugging tool for Protégé-OWL [3] . The examples in this paper are all taken from these tutorials and use the domain of Pizzas used in the introductory tutorial.
The heuristic debugger treats the tableaux reasoner as a 'black box'or 'oracle'. This 'black box' approach has the advantage that it is independent of the particular reasoner used. It works with any DIG [1] compliant reasoner, even ones which have been specially augmented or adapted. 1 Being independent of the reasoner has advantages even if only as single reasoner is to be used. Many modern reasoners transform the input ontology in order to optimise the reasoning process. Although logically equivalent, the internal representation may bear little resemblance to the ontology as it was constructed by the user. Given such transformations, even it were possible for the reasoner to 'explain' its actions, the explanation in terms of the transformed ontology would be unlikely to be of direct use to the user. An additional advantage of the 'black box' approach is that it is independent of such transformations. %sectionBackground Figure 1 gives a principled view of the heuristic debugging process; in practice this is optimised.
• Check that the selected class is indeed unsatisfiable
• Determine the basic debugging necessary conditions
• Identify the unsatisfiable core, or smallest set of unsatisfiable subset of the basic debugging necessary conditions
• Generate the the debugging super conditions, which are the conditions that are implied by the conditions in the unsatisfiable core. 1 The DIG Interface is a standard DL reasoner communication protocol that sits between DL based applications and DL reasoners, thereby allowing these applications to communicate with different third party DL reasoners.
• Determine the most general conflicting class set based on the unsatisfiable core.
• Analyse the most general conflict in order to produce an explanation of why the class is unsatisfiable.
Each step is examined in detail below.
Determining the Basic debugging necessary conditions (BDNC)
OWL uses three kinds of class axioms to define a named class -Subclass axioms(necessary conditions), Equivalent class axioms necessary & sufficient conditions) and Disjoint axioms (necessary conditions). An OWL class is unsatisfiable if and only if a subset of the above conditions, which we refer to as the basic debugging necessary conditions is unsatisfiable. The first step of the debugging process is the generation the 'basic debugging necessary conditions'. This is achieved by collecting together the necessary, and necessary & sufficient conditions of the class that is being debugged, and then adding a condition for each class that the given class is disjoint with, which represents the complement class of each disjoint class. For example, suppose the class in question was disjoint with class D. The condition ¬ D would be added to the set of basic debugging necessary conditions.
Identifying the Unsatisfiable core
After obtaining the set of basic debugging necessary conditions, they are refined and reduced to obtain the unsatisfiable core. The unsatisfiable core is the smallest unsatisfiable subset of the basic debugging necessary conditions. An unsatisfiable class could have more than one unsatisfiable core, in which case the first is analysed.
Generating the Debugging Super Conditions
The unsatisfiable core merely identifies the set of axioms which have resulted in the inconsistency. However, as described above, the inconsistency may have been caused by global conditions. The debugging process, therefore, 'collects' global axioms -primarily domain/range and disjoint axioms -and maps them into local axioms -i.e. sets of necessary conditions. These are the debugging super conditions. The set of debugging super conditions is expanded by recursive application of the rules in Figure 2 , the most important of which are explained below.
Debugging Super Condition Generation Rules
Named class rule (Rule 1): If an OWL named class C 1 is added to the debugging super conditions, all its direct super classes are also added to the debugging super conditions. For each OWL class C 2 which is asserted to be disjoint with C 1 , ¬C 2 will be added to the debugging super conditions.
Complement class rule (Rule 2):
If an OWL complement class ¬C 1 is added to the debugging super conditions, it will be converted to negation normal formal (NNF) so that negations only appear directly before named classes. For example ¬(∀ eats P lant) ≡ ∃ eats ¬P lant. Futhermore, if C 1 is a named class, the complement of all the subclasses of C 1 will be added. The complement of each necessary & sufficient conditions of C 1 will also be added.
Determining The Most General Conflict
Determining the most general conflict is based on a simple observation: If an OWL class C conflicts with another class D, then then it conflicts with any subclass of D). Therefore we can can eliminate any classes that are subclasses of other classes already in the Debugging super conditions.
Analysing the Most General Conflict
Having determined the most general conflict set, the final step is to analyse it to find the route use of the conflict and provide the explanation to users about the reason these set of axioms are conflicted. Although there theoretically indefinitely many ways in which inconsistencies may arise, we have found empirically that most can be boiled down to a small number of 'error patterns' to be checked by the heuristic debugger. The inconsistence is from some local definition.
1. Having both a class and its complement class as super conditions. 
where n > 0, and
and where n > 0, IN V (S) = S1 and RAN (S1) = C2
where n > 0 and S is f unctional
where n > 0 and IN V (S) = S1, S1 is inverse f unctional 2. Having both universal and existential restrictions that act along the same property, whilst the filler classes are dis-joint.
3. Having a super condition that is asserted to be disjoint with owl:Thing.
4. Having a super condition that is an existential restriction that has a filler which is disjoint with the range of the restricted property.
5. Having super conditions of n existential restrictions that act along a given property with disjoint fillers, whilst there is a super condition that imposes a maximum cardinality restriction or equality cardinality restriction along the property whose cardinality is less than n.
6. Having super conditions containing conflicting cardinality restrictions.
The inconsistence is propagated from other source.
1. Having a super condition that is an existential restriction that has an inconsistent filler.
2. Having a super condition that is a hasValue restriction that has an individual that is asserted to be a member of an inconsistent class.
The debugger determines which of the above cases led to an inconsistency, and then uses provenance information that describes how the debugging super conditions were generated in order to determine the 'root' cause of the inconsistency.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have described a heuristic approach to ontology debugging that uses a DL Reasoner, treating the reasoner as a 'black box'. This means that the debugger is totally reasoner independent, thereby affording the user the benefits of being able to select a reasoner that is appropriate for their needs. The black box approach also helps to minimise any potential versioning problems between the debugger and future advancements in DL reasoners, since the debugger does not need to know the details of any internal tableaux algorithms, reasoner optimisations or capabilities. The debugger is useful for beginners constructing small ontologies, through to domain experts and ontology engineers working with large complex ontologies, as it reduces the amount of time and frustration involved in tracking down ontological inconsistencies.
